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What is NetQ6?
NetQ6 - Network for the Quality in Early Childhood Education from 0-6 years - is a
cooperative network participated by educative and training institutions in Europe, aiming
at comparing, analyzing and facing the socio challenges that arise in the growth of
early childhood 0-6 years, and lead their steps to find solutions for the new realities and
special needs found out in their education systems.
NetQ6 partners are major institutions operating in pre-school, school and vocational
education and training and in distance learning education from Spain, Turkey, Italy, Great
Britain, Germany, Romania, Northern Ireland and Poland.
Each partner brings to the project its own knowledge and on-the-filed expertise,
thus contributing to build a consistent and synergic database of the best practices for
such a delicate matter that today still lacks of specific answers and methodology.
NetQ6 is a project funded with support from the European Commission
Lifelong Learning Programme (517837-LLP-1-2011-1-ES-COMENIUS-CNW)
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NetQ6’s goaLs.
The aim of the project is to promote dialogue,
reflection, cooperation and innovation about
pre-school and early childhood education
0-6 years for disadvantaged children and at
risk (according to each national definition of
children at risk) through the network, to foment
the development of a quality European education sustainable and balanced, according to
the different situations and problems faced by
these specific children and institutions with the
new reality in Europe.

among the specific objectives:
• To identify, exchange and take advantage of the
experience and good practices of the pre-school
and early childhood education centres with
successful programmes for disadvantaged and
at risk children.
• To promote the implementation of innovative
pedagogic approaches that stimulate critical
thought, creativity and innovation.

• To enhance early schooling as a key factor in
school success and future European citizens.
• To identify themes for multilateral projects and
cooperation pre-school and early childhood
education.

of the new educators, improving their
competences, as well as the quality of learning
environments and student plans.
• To convey the results to the area of educational
and to facilitate the replication of good practices.

operative objectives:

In order to promote educational change, it is
necessary to foment debate, raise awareness and
involve political authorities and professionals
of the sector, disseminate and analyse successful
experiences, knowledge of innovative pedagogic
methods and preparation of consensual proposals.

• To know the current state of the early childhood
and pre-school educational sector in Europe
for children at risk.
• To identify the key factors for exclusion and
learning problems caused by the absence of
early educative attention.
• To prepare action and individualised improvement plans for those identified to be at risk.
• To analyse the potential of new approaches
and pedagogical models.
• To create a reference web for the management
of knowledge, which makes possible enquiry,
debate, exchange and training.
• To define the skills, competences, and abilities
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NetQ6 is a reaLity!
zaragoza meetiNg 19-20th deCember 2011
NetQ6 activities officially started with the first
Technical Committee Meeting, held in the beautiful city of Zaragoza - Spain, in one of the buildings
of the Government of Aragón. The meeting was
inaugurated by Mr. Manuel Magdaleno Peña, General
Director of the Directorate of Education Policies and
Lifelong Learning. The project partners got the chance to meet each other and more deeply discover each
one’s expertise and approach on the issue of acceptance and inclusion of socially weak children in early
childhood education. The very first meeting already
resulted in some important organizational outcomes
with the setting of two different committees, one for
administrative topics and the other for the pedagogical
ones. The guidelines for the evaluation of the Quality Plan have also been set, with the request to each

partner to appoint a member within its corresponding
institutions as quality manager to ensure the best
possible quality control on the project. Once the
meeting was under way and during morning session
the press conference took place with the Chief Executive of Education Mrs. Dolores Serrat More
presiding. During the press conference Mrs. Serrat
More underlined the importance of Early Childhood
Education and expressed her interest and support in
the project for all those involved in Early Childhood
Education. (see photo)

breaking News
NetQ6 project will live beyond the period funded by the EACEA: all the partners agreed to constitute a
legal entity to guarantee the sustainability of the network in the future, thus underlining the importance of
the early childhood education especially for children at risk throughout Europe.
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NetQ6 gets
to the heart oF the matter
Lodz meetiNg 24-27th apriL 2012
With the 2nd NetQ6 Technical Committee Meeting held in Lodz –Poland, all the partners contributed to the project prosecution with their own tasks.
Steps ahead have been taken in the Quality Control
Plan and the results of the first surveys have been
presented.
The Education Department of the Government of
Aragón completed and presented the first part of

Conference in Lodz

watch video on the web
click here
to connect

00:00

the first study – out of 3 - on “Comparison of Early Childhood and preschool education in Europe.
Care? Education?... or both?” regarding the region
of Aragón.
This study included information on: the institutions
of early childhood education and care- constitutions and paradigms; conditions for access; qualifications required; structures of the institutions;
implementation of early childhood and pre-school
education; special assistance to children at risk.

Communication tools
During the Lodz meeting all the most important communication and dissemination tools
have been discussed. Corporate image and
project document layouts have been approved
as well as NetQ6 web site structure and design
- www.netq6.eu - composed both of a public
and a private section.
A facebook page has also been set
http://www.facebook.com/groups/
262210147208175/
and shared decisions have been taken also
about other NetQ6 branded tools (leaflets,
newsletters, press releases, presentation templates) in order to guarantee the project the
best possible visibility and spreading.
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NetQ6 gets to the heart oF the matter / Lodz meetiNg 24-27th apriL 2012
Statistical information was collected and elaborated
about the Aragon Education system in Aragón 0-6
years.
The workshop and activity to show the results was
led by the German partners. An active participative approach was used by the German partners and
representatives from all the partner organizations
collaborated with the different activities which shed

project website: www.netq6.eu

light on differentiating issues and also highlighted
some similarities.
The second part of the first of the 3 studies - completed by the end of June - and the comparative
analysis will be presented by the German partners
in the 3rd Technical Committee Meeting in Germany in December 2012.
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eduCatioN beyoNd borders
NetQ6 iNterNatioNaL CoNFereNCe
the FaCt that you have atteNded this CoNFereNCe
has eNriChed you persoNaLLy aNd proFessioNaLLy.

57%

43%

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
Strongly agree

On 27th April 2012 in Lodz - Poland the first
NetQ6 International Conference has taken place. Organized by the Academy of IT of Lodz, the
Conference aimed at presenting good practices
from the region of Lodz and the exchange of views
and experiences on issues of proper preparation of
a child for the beginning of his journey through
education.
All partners contributed with speeches and papers
based on their own domestic experiences and studies, focusing the attention on how to find convergences among different teaching approaches
and methodologies. The aim is creating a strong
connection between different educational institutions in Europe in order to work out a strategy for
creating new tactics for developing new courses of

action that support individual needs of children
in the first stage of education. The Conference
has been positively evaluated by the audience both
for the contents and for organization and logistic
matters. Great interest arose about the “Montessori Method”, “Children Beyond Education” and
“Pre-school education according to Polish educational system” papers. (see graphics) .
rate your satisFaCtioN
oF the CoNFereNCe orgaNizatioN.

95%

5%

Very dissatisﬁed
Dissatisﬁed
Satisﬁed
Very satisﬁed

rate your satisFaCtioN oF the CoNteNts provided
by speaKers/preseNters.

77%

23%

Very dissatisﬁed
Dissatisﬁed
Satisﬁed
Very satisﬁed

see photogaLLery
oN FaCebooK
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FoCus oN CoNteNts
Name and surname:
Carlos hué
Title of the speech:
Children beyond education
summary of the speech
The stage of Infant Education is the most important
stage in anyone´s academic
career. In all of the countries
of Europe school failure is
spoken about, but particularly
in Spain, affected like no other
by youth unemployment. To
avoid this school failure the
State members have established actions to prevent
the abandonment of the educative system in ages
between 12 and 18. Nevertheless, failure is not produced in these ages but is dragged on from a much
earlier age. For this reason, the States of the European Union in the 21st Century must pay particular
attention to the education at the stage of 0-6 years,
but above all, from 0-3 years. The personality of the
children is formed at a very early age and it is when

	
  

the main strategies to gain knowledge in later stages are acquired. The infant stage, far from being
merely a care stage must be a fully educative stage,
and one could even say more, it should be beyond
the strictly educative. So far, the stage 0-3 years has
had mainly a care factor. In the last few years, its
educative element has been developed. But, at the
beginning of the 21st century we must develop the
emotional character to be able to construct a mature, social, creative and tolerant personality. For
this reason this speech is entitled “Children beyond
Education”. Taking this into consideration, the infant stage must cover care objectives, amongst which we find safety, food, rest, hygiene; it must cover
educative objectives such as language, psychomotor
skills, knowledge of surroundings, relation with
other children; but also, it must take into consideration emotional objectives such as self-esteem, assertiveness, emotional control, the ability to continually
learn, self-knowledge, basically. In this way, we’ll be
able to develop the whole child´s personality in order to achieve in the European Union citizens who
will be happy, caring, tolerant, creative and capable
to construct an economy, a culture and a strong society in a competitive and globalized world. In this
way, infant education will go beyond education.

profile of the speaker:
Doctor in Educational Science and Psychologist
Technical Advisor in Education in the Government
of Aragón where he develops his activity in life long
learning and in teacher training.
He began his professional career as a psychologist
in an Infant school, and his teaching career as a teacher of Infant Education teachers and special education teachers.
Nowadays, he is a teacher who collaborates in the
Institute of Educational Science of the University of Zaragoza, visiting teacher in several Spanish
Universities in the training of University teachers.
He is a specialist in emotional intelligence, and gives
training courses in educative centres of all levels,
public administrations, businesses, hospitals, and
for the general public. He has written several books
amongst which we highlight “Emotional thinking,
a method for the development of self-esteem and
Leadership” and “Teacher welfare and emotional
thinking”. He collaborates with journals, newspapers and different means of Communications such
as radio and television.
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together is better.

a seCtioN For CoNtributioNs oF experieNCes, studies, surveys oN NetQ6 reLated
topiCs. to give room to as maNy voiCes as possibLe.
the role of play: zone of proximal
development (zpd) in social
inclusion of Children in poverty
In all communities, children are primarily affected
by social, economic, or cultural changes. One of
the prominent impacts is poverty, which affects
children’s development in all aspects. Children who
are socially excluded live in poverty and often face
socioeconomic obstacles that impede their rights to
have playtime, thus affecting their healthy social-emotional and cognitive development (Milteer &
Ginsburg, 2011).
Socially excluded children who live in poverty do
not have a chance to participate in society as much
as their peers who live in a non-poor community; therefore, they need social inclusion, which is
“about making sure that all children and adults are
able to participate as valued, respected and contributing members of society” (Donnely & Coakley,
2002) . The zone of proximal development (ZPD)
should be applied within play for socially excluded

children to provide social inclusion for them. The
zone of proximal development is a structure developed by Vygotsky to reflect children’s competence,
Pellegrini (2009) defined “competence is defined as
the distance between children’s levels of independent functioning in a specific task and their level
of functioning with the assistance of an adult or a
more competent other in that task”.
In the context of ZPD, adults or competent peers
may help children to expand their skills such as social, cognitive, and intra-inter personal understanding. Children who are socially excluded need an
adult that can be a parent, teacher, or intimated person to the child and can also be a peer to provide
a socially regulated atmosphere and environment
which helps the children get involved into social
life. Adult-supported play cultivates children’s perspectives through life.
Children try to figure out what is going on around
them and involve themselves in to the world that
they are in through play in early periods of their life
(Milteer & Ginsburg, 2011). Following after adult-

child initiated play, the child could use attainments
that the children learned by playing with guidance
from adult though play in actual life settings. With
the guidance of adults through play, children feel
that they are a part of the process, so it helps them
to socially develop themselves. Surely they transfer
socially developed skills to the real life situations.
To provide social inclusion with ZPD within play,
the facilitator-volunteer, teacher, parent- could create play types that include social skills through life
for children. In adult-initiated play, children may develop role distribution, feeling others’ feelings and
self-awareness by interacting with peers and adults
through play.
The application I am proposing here has two parts:
one for children and another for a facilitator.
Guide/facilitators may be recruited from university
students who major in elementary/secondary education, child psychology majors in particular. Facilitators should be trained in ways of how treat to
children, maintain playing activities, create healthy
mutual respectful relations with children, and pro-
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together is better.
vide a peaceful play process that is far from conflict
that might hurt children; they help in application
of attainments that are gotten from play. Briefly, a
facilitator can be defined as a “one who helps participants learn from activity” (Facilitation, 2011). Socially excluded children need a feeling of security so
it should be provided by facilitators before, during,
and after play activities in terms of environment,
relationships, and a made-up atmosphere that helps
children to feel secure. Otherwise, it might be hard
to bring children together and engage them in any
social process.
Children ages of 9 to15 are recruited from disadvantaged parts of the community –slums, poor neighborhoods, or abused children- to involve them in
guided-play activities. First of all, grouping children
should be done according to their developmental
stage. Additionally, intimacy of children to one
another should be taken in consideration to make
them feel secure. Before play activity facilitators and
trainers with cooperation of academicians in child
development should create play activities based on
social interaction, social development, and social inclusion. Role play is a great tool for these children to
get them ready to deal with daily social facets such
as shopping in a grocery store and interacting with
people there. Most of these children have never
been to public services such as the library, on social
settings like grocery stores. So the role play may be

based on helping children to get involved in social
interactions.
Let’s explain using a grocery store as an example for
role play. To start the play, first facilitators distribute
the roles to children; the roles would be distributed as cashier, bagger, and customers. In a second
step of role playing facilitators show and explain in
depth which roles need what kind of acting. As a
third step, facilitators let children play their role in
a made-up grocery store; they make up a grocery
store place including any kind of item that might be
found in grocery store.
Children start to act their roles under the supervision of facilitators who let them use their social
skills such as verbal communication, in particular,
to nourish their social interactions. After the role
play is done children are asked how the role playing
went, how they felt about being part of the play,
and how they can transfer these gains to real life
settings. Afterward, children are taken to an actual
grocery store with permission of one grocery store
by facilitators who let them deal with the shopping
process such as asking for the price of a product,
returning a product, or checking out an item.
This way, they develop their self-esteem, social interactions, and making friends. After all these processes they would feel they are a part of the community so they can fill their requirements in society
without fear, or lack of self-esteem. The role play

like that of above would be applied in many other
different social settings to teach children how to
deal with daily life facets and involve them in society
as a social member.
Author: Ibrahim ACAR
University of Nebraska-Lincoln-USA
Graduate Student in Child, Youth, and Family
Studies | iacar@huskers.unl.edu
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together is better.
getting to the depth of the matter
Articles, books and other significant sources to
enhance knowledge on Early Childhood Education. Article showing Locke and Rousseau’s ideas
on Early Childhood Education (link ad articolo).

read oN the Website

a closer look at NetQ6 partners
Few words about the involvement of each partner
in NetQ6 project. Let’s start with Tonine McMena-

min of “Early Years - the organisation for young
children” a non-profit organization based in Belfast
– Northern Ireland and formerly known as Nippa.
“We have a vast amount of experience in working with
ethnic minorities, one of the themes tackled in the NetQ6
project. In fact, we truly think that inclusion and diversity
are key factors for the success of early education, besides
excellence and evidence based innovation, with a professional, committed and recognised workforce.

young groups of children in pre-school settings, nursery
and management committees. All of our training helps
develop the confidence and competence of the participants,
in understanding the needs of young children.”
Tonine McMenamin

With NetQ6, we aim to give our focus about early childhood education, regarding parents needs from disadvantaged areas or backgrounds, all adults working with

What's Next ?

NetQ6 Next meetiNg (3Nd teChNiCaL Committee)
WiLL be heLd iN germaNy From 13th to 15th deCember 2012.
sCheduLed aCtivities:
- review of projecT acTiviTies doNe so far
- coNsorTium sTaTuTe seTTiNg
- exploiTaTioN plaN

- 2Nd iNTerNaTioNal coNfereNce (Turkey…)
- wp6 aNd 7 road map
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NetQ6 partNers
Coordinator institution
ARAGON GOVERNMENT, EDUCATION,
CULTURE AND SPORT DEPARTMENT- ADMINISTRATIVE EDUCATION DIRECTORATE DEPARTMENT, ZARAGOZA, SPAIN
Coordinator:
Email:
partners
MT SERVICIOS EDUCATIVOS, S.L,
ZARAGOZA, SPAIN
Contact person:
Email:
POLO EUROPEO DELLA CONOSCENZA-I.C.
LORENZI, FUMANE, ITALY
Contact person:
Email:

ANKARA MILLI EGITIM MUDURLUGU AMEM, ANCARA, TURKEY
Contact person:
Email:

UNIVERSITY OF BUCHAREST,
BUCHAREST, ROMANIA
Contact person:
Email:

WANDSWORTH COUNCIL – LIFELONG LEARNING SERVICE, LONDON, UK
Contact person:
Email:

EARLY YEARS – THE ORGANISATION FOR
YOUNG CHILDREN, BELFAST, UK-NORTHERN IRELAND
Contact person:
Email:

LEB THÜRINGEN E.V, WEIMAR,
GERMANY
Contact person:
Email:
WYŻSZA SZKOLA INFORMATYKI-PEDAGOGY AND SCHOOL4CHILD, ŁÓDŹ, POLAND
Contact person:
Email:

disclaimer
This project has been funded with support from the
European Commission. This web-site reflects the
views only of the author, and the Commission cannot
be held responsible for any use which may be made of
the information contained therein.

